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Since 1996, and every two years thereafter, the National Sports Forum has presented to its attendees a 
“snapshot” as to how the country’s top Corporate Advertisers and Sponsors – the group most largely 
responsible for generating one of the largest segments of the industry’s annual revenues -- view the way that 
the industry (sports organizations, teams, events, and associations) have executed their responsibilities.

Originally presented at the very first Sports Forum (1996) in Colorado Springs, the NSF Corporate & 
Industry Survey continues in its primary objective of serving as an industry yardstick. The “mission” of the 
Corporate & Industry Survey is to isolate and identify many of the emerging trends in the sports industry, 
as well as give a look into how well corporations perceive the job that the industry is doing to help them 
in marketing their products and services. 

HISTORY

SURVEY METHOD

This year we were able to draw upon the services of three of the NSF’s good friends in researching and 
presenting the NSF 2018 Corporate & Industry Survey: AECOM Center for Sports Administration at Ohio 
University, The University of Iowa, & The University of South Carolina. Conducting the Sponsor and 
Industry Research took several hundred hours to execute and compile and took place over a four-month 
period from October 2017 to January 2018. 

Corporate Sponsor Research: The first half of this Report, the Sponsor Research, was directed by Jim 
Kahler, Executive Director at the AECOM Center for Sports Administration at Ohio University. 

Sports Industry Executive Research: The second (back) half of this Report, the Industry Research, was 
created and executed by Seaver Marketing Group, under the direction of Jada Brown. 

The two “parts” of this year’s NSF Corporate & Industry Survey were conducted separately (…and 
independently). The purpose for this was twofold:

1. “Methodology” - The Corporate Survey was conducted as an oral questionnaire 
seeking the feedback of twenty-five (25) of the top team/property sports sponsors and/
or advertisers in North America. Each interview took, on average, 45 – 90 minutes to 
complete. We’ll refer to these folks as our “Top Twenty-Five.” 

Our focus in creating the Corporate Survey was to go for “quality” over “quantity”. We were looking to 
sample the opinions of the leading sports marketing decision-makers working for the top corporations 
that currently rank amongst the leaders in sports advertising and sponsorship spending.
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SURVEY METHOD (CONT...)

On the other hand, the Team Survey was conducted by Seaver Marketing Group entirely online. Seaver 
Marketing Group created a unique online industry questionnaire and systematically sent it out over a 
two-month period (November & December, 2017) to a wide range of sports industry executives from 
across a broad spectrum of sports and events – continuing the process until we received back a total of 
twenty-five (25) responses to match up with the “Top Twenty-Five” number that we pursued from the 
Corporate sector. 

And while many of the questions in the Team Survey “mirrored” those posed to the Corporate Survey 
participants, the Team Survey also contained a section soliciting executive feedback as to their overall job 
satisfaction.

SURVEY CONFIDENTIALITY

As we have since we first undertook the Corporate Survey in 1996, we promised our respondents that we 
would keep their opinions and comments “anonymous”. This is done so as to eliminate any fears as to the 
possibility of there occurring any negative backlash to their statements. We’re looking for their candor 
-- not their “politically correct” corporate line -- as it is only through their frank insights that we can, as 
an industry, improve our product, and with it, the results that Corporate Sponsors and Advertisers would 
like to see from the industry.

By the same token, as some of the questions posed to the Team Survey executives, (particularly in regards 
to Career Satisfaction), were also potentially “sensitive” in nature, we did not require that Team Survey 
respondents include their name and/or team in their responses.

2. “Prejudice” - The other reason for conducting these surveys separately was that we 
(Seaver Marketing Group) did not want to run the risk that the responses of one survey 
sector would prejudice the evaluation of the other.
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ABOUT OUR RESEARCH PARTNERS

The AECOM Center for Sports Administration – Ohio University

The AECOM Center for Sports Administration carries forward Ohio University’s 
pioneering tradition in sports management education through its role as a 
resource center for the industry. The center links faculty, students, and alumni to 
sports-related organizations and businesses emphasizing research and harnessing 
knowledge to benefit the industry.

Ohio University has been the leader in preparing students for careers in the sports 
business industry since 1966, when it founded the first graduate program in sports 
administration.

Today, after over five decades since its birth, both the sports management program and the industry have 
grown exponentially. The sport industry’s expansion and globalization present today’s leaders with new 
challenges, ones that highlight the need for research, academic preparation and professional development. 
Ohio’s AECOM Center for Sports Administration is meeting this challenge.

The AECOM Center for Sports Administration at Ohio University successfully recruited The University 
of Iowa and The University of South Carolina to become part of the National Sports Forum 2018 Corporate 
& Industry Survey. This collaborative research is believed to be the largest study on sponsorships ever 
conducted by three major universities in the field of sport management.

Corporate Survey Research
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CORPORATE SURVEY PARTICIPANTS

Allstate
Anheuser-Busch
AT&T

Bank of America

Chipotle
Coca-Cola 
Cox Communications 

Diageo

Farmer’s Insurance
Fifth-Third 
Ford

Gatorade 
Grant Thornton 
Geico 

Hewlett-Packard

Kellogg’s 

Mercedes-Benz
MillerCoors 

Nike 

Pepsi

Sherwin Williams 
StubHub

US Bank

Verizon Wireless

*Sponsor X

*requested complete anonymity
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CORPORATE SURVEY - CATEGORY BREAKDOWN

Participants by Industry

Financial Services

Automotive

Beverages (Alcoholic)

Beverages (Non-Alcoholic) 

Insurance 

Telecommunications 

Foods

Clothing & Athletic Wear

Electronic Retail

Entertainment

Home Improvement

4

3

3

3 

3

3

2

1

1

1

1

16%

12%

12%

12%

12%

12%

8%

4%

4%

4%

4%

Type Share of VoiceNumber
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CORPORATE SURVEY - CATEGORY BREAKDOWN

Participants by Sports They Most  Sponsor/Advertise In

College Sports

Major League Baseball (MLB) 

National Football League (NFL)  

Minor League Baseball (MiLB) 

National Basketball Association (NBA)

National Hockey League (NHL) 

Auto Racing (NASCAR, NHRA, IHRA, etc.)

Major League Soccer (MLS) 

Golf

Minor League Hockey (AHL, IHL, ECHL)

Minor League Soccer (MiLS) 

Tennis

College Bowl Games

Endurance Sports

Lacrosse

Junior League Hockey

Olympics

Minor League Basketball

E-Sports

International Sports

Arena Football (AFL, IFL) 

Extreme Sports

Horse Racing 

Type Share of VoiceNumber
19

18

18

16

16

16

15

15

13

12

11

10

8

8

7

6

6

4

4

4

3

3

3

76%

72%

72%

64%

64%

64%

60%

60%

52%

48%

44%

40%

32%

32%

28%

24%

24%

16%

16%

16%

12%

12%

12%
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CORPORATE SURVEY - CATEGORY BREAKDOWN

Rodeo

Softball

Bull Riding

Minor League Football

Indoor Soccer

Rugby

State Games 

Volleyball

Amateur Sports

Bicycling

Boating

Fishing

Motorcycling 

Skiing

Snowboarding

Participants by Sports They Most  Sponsor/Advertise In (cont.)

Type Share of VoiceNumber
3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

12%

12%

8%

8%

8%

8%

8%

8%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%
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CORPORATE SURVEY RESULTS

1. Corporate Opinion of Sports Marketing/Advertising Budgets for 2018:

When asked if their budget plans called for them to be spending more, less or 
an equal amount on sports in 2018....

 • 32% - Responded that they plan on spending more in 2018 

 • 40% - Said an equal amount in 2018

 • 28% - Said that they would be spending less in 2018

Compare these numbers to the response we received when we asked this 
question in 2015….

 • 41% - Responded that they plan on spending more in 2015 

 • 48% - Said an equal amount in 2015

 • 11% - Said that they would be spending less in 2015

Compare these numbers to the response we received when we asked this 
question in 2012….

 • 34% - Responded that they plan on spending more in 2012 

 • 58% - Said an equal amount in 2012

 • 8% - Said that they would be spending less in 2012 

And let’s take it back one more “round” to when we posed this question in 
2010… 

 • 25% - Responded that they plan on spending more in 2010 

 • 50% - Said an equal amount in 2010

 • 25% - Said that they would be spending less in 2010 

72% plan on spending as 
much or more in 2018

89% planned on spending 
as much or more in 2015

92% planned on spending 
as much or more in 2012

75% planned on spending 
as much or more in 2010
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CORPORATE SURVEY RESULTS

Analysis… Whoa! What’s happening here?? If you’re a long time follower of the NSF Corporate & Industry Survey 
– or even if this is your first read, you should be somewhat taken aback by seeing the fairly sizeable drop in what 
we call the “bullish factor” – the combined tally of corporates planning on spending as much or more on their 
sponsorships in the coming year than they have in the past. Not that we’re predicting that the sky is falling, but 
even still … a 17% drop in the bullish factor is nothing to take lightly. 

It would be one thing, and certainly more understandable, if the nation’s economy were struggling – but the Dow 
is setting record highs, unemployment is at notable lows – and by most measurements, the economy is percolating 
right along. 

But in doing our “deeper dive” with Corporates – we came to see that their choice to pull the reins in on their 
spending plans has more to do with them, as a whole, getting smarter and more efficient with their dollars.  They’re 
also becoming more “exploratory” with their sponsorship budget – opting to venture out beyond sports into other 
avenues of sponsorship entertainment.  

Let’s give you some examples of what we’re talking about here by sharing with you a few soundbites from what they 
told us during our research.

One major theme we picked up (…from their collective comments), was that they’re becoming a whole lot more 
analytical and effective with their buys and dollars:

• “We are being a lot more data-driven and analytical when it comes to where we’re spending.”

• “Efficiency is the driver of our strategy.  By having the information that we need to make our marketing 
decisions across the board – we’re more in the driver’s seat when it comes to negotiations.”

• “We spend a lot less than our competitors in marketing. We have to be efficient in the money we spend.”
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CORPORATE SURVEY RESULTS

The other theme that we took away was their willingness to re-direct their dollars into other forms or avenues of 
sponsorship:

• “Looking at more sponsorship opportunities outside of sports with a focus on live events, music and 
lifestyle events where food is celebrated. Much more affordable and provides us with a bigger bang for our 
buck.”

• “Rest assured that live music events and festivals are becoming a bigger part of our portfolio moving 
forward.”

• “Connecting with the millennial generation has opened our eyes to spending more on music and lifestyle 
events.”

But easily the BIGGEST factor that appears to be out there – that’s siphoning dollars off that might have otherwise 
come your way in years past, is the pronounced interest Corporates have in jumping into Social and Digital Media.  
This desire to go digital cropped up in just about every interview we did this year:

• “Continue to spend more and more on digital advertising as it allows us to be more targeted and reach 
individuals that we know are in the market for our category.”

• “We have already pivoted with our focus being on digital media.”

• “We’re moving more money into Social Media – it doesn’t have anything to do with the economy.”

• “The percentage of our digital media buy will increase this year by five to seven percent. Fully 35% of our 
media buy will be in digital.”

Our Take-Away…

The money is there – it’s just that we, as sales representatives, need to be more effective …and creative … in how 
we’re presenting our packages to sponsors. 

• “In general – we’re always looking to ‘make more and spend less’, but we’ve always found that sports 
sponsorship has been a good investment for us.   Right now we’re holding steady, but if a new opportunity 
comes our way that makes sense …we’re not afraid to spend money.”

Over the pages that follow – we’re going to share with you the recommendations, the advice, and in some cases, 
the demands that sponsors are expecting from us moving forward.  Do this and you’ll flourish over these next few 
years ahead - Good luck!  
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2. Given the current economy – what strategic changes, if any, will you be making 
with your MARKETING plans (…specifically your advertising and sponsorship 
plans…) for the coming year?

CORPORATE SURVEY RESULTS

With this question, we switch the focus up a little bit …steering the sponsor’s conversation away from the sales 
and dollars component to asking them about their planned strategic changes in marketing.  We get into discussing 
their plans and changes in such arenas as their:  Advertising, Sponsorship, Activation and Evaluation.

But let’s start by focusing on changes in MARKETING….

As we just discussed in the Analysis of our opening question, we’re seeing a major dollar-shift into Social and Dig-
ital Media ….so, as you might imagine, the roots of this mindset starts in the hearts of sponsor’s latest marketing 
philosophies: 

• “We’re always looking for new ways to reach fans through social and digital and will be relying on the 
teams we sponsor to bring new ideas our way as technology continues to evolve.”

• “We’re going to continue to spend more and more on digital advertising as it allows us to be more tar-
geted and reach individuals that we know are in the market for our category.”

This same theme cropped up when we evolved from asking about their Marketing plans in the coming year to 
specifically asking how their marketing strategy changes would alter their advertising.

“What strategic changes, if any, will you be making with your ADVERTISING plans…?”

Here again – their advertising strategies are leaning heavily towards Digital …(and digital-driven programs), 
which became the clear-cut #1 theme here:    

• “More focus on amplifying our social and digital assets.”

• “More digital; less TV and Radio.”

• “A greater percentage of our spend will be on social media.”
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CORPORATE SURVEY RESULTS

“What strategic changes, if any, will you be making with your SPONSORSHIP plans…?”

When we got into the question on how they’re changing their strategies on sponsorship – the responses this year 
were a little “…all over the board” – but none the less very interesting. 

One thing that caught our eye, and this popped up on several of the questions we asked – was in how corporates 
are looking at sponsoring your ATHLETES – even if that means they’re not necessarily sponsoring YOU!  And 
eyeballs are the #1 reason.

Take Cleveland Cavaliers superstar, LeBron James. “King James” has over 40 million followers on Twitter.  Forty 
million!  (For reference sake …the NBA League Twitter has just over 27 million).  Need we say more?

In fact, don’t be surprised if in the very near future you find yourself competing with your players for area marketing 
and sponsorship dollars:

• “Players are becoming their own media companies and can react in real time.  Fans are becoming more 
engaged with star athletes than ever before!”

• “Player endorsements are somewhat of a threat to traditional team sponsorships but down the road will 
become more of a real threat.  Players have the ability today to develop substantial followings on their own 
social and digital media platforms.  Fans see the leagues as being ‘corporate’ – whereas players are what 
really drives their passion.”

“What strategic changes, if any, will you be making with your ACTIVATION plans…?”

For once we didn’t see the words: “Digital” & “Social” pop up in our “Top Twenty-Five” responses. But activation 
remains a core focus of sponsors all across the board.  In fact, as one sponsor put it: “We’re going to be increasing 
our activation budget and holding steady on our sponsorship investments”.  As always, activation is where the rubber 
meets the road.  

As you can see reflected in our selected quotes for this section below, all four of these statements reflect areas in 
which you can make yourself invaluable by jumping in and being of assistance to your sponsors in their efforts to 
activate their investment with you:   

• “Increasing our activation budget and also asking our teams and properties to step up their efforts and 
creativity in this area.”

• “We’re going to put more budget into data capture at bigger events.”

• “More grassroots and looking for ways to build a stronger one-to-one relationship with our key customers.”

• “Making better use of the tickets and hospitality packages that are built into our team sponsorships.”
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CORPORATE SURVEY RESULTS

“What strategic changes, if any, will you be making  with your EVALUATION plans…?”

• “We will look closer at volume and attendance inside the four walls where our teams play …and the 
qualitative value outside the walls by reaching the right audience.”

• “Moving (product) – it’s always tied to sales!”

• “We measure sales impacted through our CRM systems.  We’re looking for a 4:1 return rate.”

We’re sure this won’t come as a surprise, but when it comes to the final evaluation of your program – to your 
sponsors, it invariably comes down to SALES:

As for the hard-core “nuts-and-bolts” of evaluating your program’s effectiveness – more and more agencies are 
either already bringing in outside third-party (evaluation) agencies, or looking into it:

• “We’re putting a greater emphasis on social content and measurement. What does success look like?  How 
do we justify and track?  (We) need third-party measurement.”

• “We have a third-party on research, but internally we handle evaluation.”

• “We work with Navigate Research to work smarter than others in the space.” 
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3. In 2018, what percentage (%) of your overall sponsorship budget will be invested 
in properties in the following categories?  

CORPORATE SURVEY RESULTS

We first started asking this question in the LAST NSF Corporate Survey (2015) – as we wanted to gain a deeper 
understanding as to where our respondents were investing their sponsorship dollars.

With our survey group of sponsors this year, we saw a large uptick in the percentage of sports dollars flowing into 
professional sports, and when you add College/Olympic and Amateur Sports into the mix, the combined total in 
the sports category comes to 83% of the Top Twenty-Five’s collective sponsorship dollars.   

But certainly other categories are prominent as well – and in particular (…and given the responses we fielded from 
our corporate participants this year on other questions in the Survey), there are two categories that we’re keeping 
an eye on.   Those two categories being Entertainment, Tours & Attractions and E-Sports – two categories that 
sponsors told us they’re taking a growing interest in. 

That said, with our Top Twenty-Five …this is where they told us they’ll be directing their Sponsorship dollars this 
year:
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4. Are there any NOTEWORTHY changes to your marketing budget that you’ll be 
making in the coming year?

CORPORATE SURVEY RESULTS

At the risk of sounding like a broken record – the leading response in this category was the Top Twenty-Five’s 
interest in Social and Digital programs. There were some other interesting sound bites we’ll share with you as well, 
but by in large, it was all about Social and Digital:

• “Looking for more opportunities to move traditional TV budget into other digital properties.”

• “More experiments with social, digital and experiential marketing.”

• “More on digital advertising as it allows us to communicate with consumers in a one-to-one manner.”

Also catching our eye on this question were the responses on a couple interesting avenues. One involves the 
corporations’ interests in shorter-form TV spots:

• “Shortening the length of our commercials from :30’s and :60’s …to :15-second commercials that will play 
off of one over-arching campaign.”

• “Shorter-form TV commercials to get more in-game exposure.”

And we’ll close this section with something that’s always a sound strategy:

• “More cross-promotions with other team sponsors to further leverage our partnerships.”
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CORPORATE SURVEY RESULTS

5. What are the Greatest Threats to Traditional Sports Sponsorship (i.e. Ambush 
Marketing, Sponsor Clutter, Lack of Activation, Lack of Measurement, Cost, Team 
Performance, etc.)?

Risk Real 
Threat

Somewhat 
of a Threat

Not a 
Threat

Total
Score

Ranked in 
‘15 Survey

1 Too Expensive (Cost) 19 5 1 110 1

2 Sponsor Clutter 16 6 3 98 2

3 Lack of Activation 8 15 2 85 4

4 Low Quality Activation 10 10 5 80 6

5 Sponsorship of Other Properties 
(arts, music, etc.) 10 9 6 77 T-9

6 Poor Servicing 10 8 7 74 3

7 Ambush Marketing 6 13 6 69 T-9

8 Down Economy 8 9 8 67 8

9 Player Endorsements Outside of 
Team Sponsorship 8 4 13 62 12

10 Poor Team Performance 3 15 7 60 11

11 Lack of Measurement 4 13 8 59 5

12 Poor Evaluation 5 9 11 52 7

13 Other 7 0 1 35 13

Here’s a question we first introduced in the last NSF Corporate & Industry Survey (2015) – and we’re bringing it 
back as the attendee feedback on this was very positive.  It’s a question that should resonate with just about every 
property and sponsorship manager (and seller) in our audience. We wanted to know what the Sponsors perceived 
to be the greatest risks to their sports programs:
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CORPORATE SURVEY RESULTS

Analysis – Obviously anything that gets between you and your sponsors is rarely a good thing, so we’re going to 
be keeping an eye moving forward with future Corporate Surveys as to what sponsors perceive the threats to be. 

Interestingly, in comparing the responses from the FIRST time we asked this question (2015) and this past year, the 
top two “threats” remain unchanged: Too Expensive (Cost) and Sponsorship Clutter came in #1 and #2 in both 
year’s surveys.  Are these two just “the nature of the beast” where it comes to sponsorship …or will sponsors start 
looking harder at other places to park their sponsorship investments? As an industry, we need to find more effective 
and efficient ways to deliver maximum value to our sponsors. Increasingly taking advantage of new technologies 
is certainly bound to be one such way to accomplish this – as is taking full advantage of our unique position in the 
Social and Digital space within our communities and our fan base.  

Until and unless we do this – if we stay with “business as usual” – we’re running the increasingly real risk of finding 
this year’s sports sponsors moving their investment into area, food, and music festivals.  

For now – let’s listen in on what our sponsors had to say:

• “Teams that are still selling in a traditional manner are the biggest threat to themselves and their future 
sponsorships.  We are looking to work with teams that can customize programs for us and remain flexible over 
the length of the agreement.”

• “As sports sponsorship investments continue to rise we are looking for other opportunities outside of sports with 
festivals and food to help us reach a female demographic.”

 • “Expense and Clutter are our two major concerns.  For us, it comes down to our being able to show a 4:1 
return. The more expensive the property, the more business we have to write.”

• “Sidelines are becoming more cluttered.  Best example – (college) football medical tents.  While it’s there for the 
players and medical staff – it has now become very coveted inventory for medical providers.”  

• “If competitive brands, (…and non-competitive brands…) are also activating, we’re worried about our message 
being lost – causing us to not be able to write new business.”

Other Notes of Interest

On Growing Competition with your Players for Sponsorship Budget – “Looking down the road, I think 
professional athletes doing personal endorsement will become a bigger threat to traditional teams sponsorships.  If you 
get behind the right athlete with a strong social and digital presence, they can help you reach an even bigger audience 
than the team’s hard core fans.”

More on Competing with your Players – “Player’s ability to ambush our team and league deals.”

On our Abilities to Innovate – “Lack of Innovation is a real threat to properties.  We have too many opportunities 
to support the guys who are ‘rinsing and repeating’ what they have always done.” 

Cost

Clutter
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6. To What Medium are you Directing your Sports Dollars for 2018?

CORPORATE SURVEY RESULTS

As we do with every Corporate & Industry Survey ~ we asked our 2018 Top Twenty-Five if they were planning on 
increasing, keeping steady, or decreasing their investments with the following advertising mediums:

Media Increasing 
Spending

Keeping 
Steady

Decreasing 
Spending

Total 
Score

Ranked In
 ‘15 Survey

1 Digital Media 19 6 0 113 T-2
Webisodes/Webinars 13 12 0 101

Websites 14 9 2 97

Banners/Pop-Ups/Screensavers 10 13 2 89

E-mail 8 15 2 85

2 Social Media 20 4 1 112 1
Instagram 20 4 1 112

Facebook 19 5 21 110

Twitter 18 5 2 105

3 Mobile (e.g.: QR coding) 14 10 1 100 5
4 Augmented Reality/Virtual Reality 6 16 3 78 N/A

T-5 Hospitality (e.g.: Suites) 3 19 3 72 7
T-5 Tickets (e.g.: Season Ticket Packages) 6 14 5 72 9

7 On-Site Sponsorship (e.g.: Gameday 
Promotions, Fan Fest Activities) 5 15 5 70 T-2

T-8 Out-of-Home (e.g.: Billboards, Bus-Stop/Shelter) 7 11 7 68 10

T-8 Alternative Media (e.g.: Pizza Box Tops, Appar-
el, Premium Item Giveaways) 4 16 5 68 8

10 Television 6 12 7 66 6
11 In-Stadium/Arena 1 20 4 65 4

T-12 Sales Collateral 3 11 11 48 11

T-12 Print (e.g.: Newspaper Ads, Magazine Ads, Program 
Ads) 3 11 11 48 13

14 Radio 1 12 12 41 12

Analysis  - Well … once again, it’s the Social ‘n Digital Media Show.  And if you look at the total scores, it’s not even 
close!  Nor, (…if you’ve been reading this report to this point…), should it surprise you to see Mobile come in so high 
as well (third).  Social, digital, and mobile are the top three most mentioned media of interest to our top sponsors in 
almost every question we posed this year.

What we repeated here in 2018 is something we first did back in 2015 when we asked our corporate sponsors to 
rate their most desired instruments in social and digital. We can tell you, for instance, that Instagram came in as the 
sponsors’ most popular app to use in getting their word out on social – whereas Instagram came in as third (to Twitter) 
back in 2015.
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Something we did differently this year was break Augmented & Virtual Reality out into a category in and of their 
own.  (Previously A/V Reality had been rolled into the Mobile category).  In its first appearance in the survey this 
time around, A/V came in a strong fourth – as sponsors are eagerly awaiting further advancements in this media.    

Also coming in strong this year were the interest in Tickets. Be it season tickets, game tickets, or suite tickets – 
sponsors brought it up enough to have it rank fifth in this year’s polling.  (Up four spots from ninth in 2015.)  

Taking a look at specifically what the sponsors had to say….

Media They’re Increasing Their Spend On:

Social/Digital
• “Ramping up our investment and energy on social and digital to reach more fans outside the arenas and stadiums.  
Using social to connect with fans watching on TV with more than one screen open.”

• “Digital…it’s where the fans are and where we need to enhance our presence in a manner that is organic.

• “Digital …our new agency is helping us zero-in on making more efficient digital media buys.”

• “Snapchat is an area that we will look at if the opportunity makes sense.”

Mobile
• “Mobile – we are trying to be more and more mobile-first when connecting with our consumers and new customers.  
Sports fans go to their phones first and we need to increase our presence where the fans are.”

• “Anything that reaches our customer or prospective customer in real time is going to get a better look when it 
comes to budget allocation.”

Augmented/Virtual Reality
• “Looking to increase where we can with augmented reality and more than willing to trade in existing assets to 
get there.”

• “We are always exploring ways to stay current with technology.  AR and Mobile Apps are the ways we are 
exploring right now.”

• “Augmented reality – nothing right now, but exploring down the road.”

Print

TV/Radio

Media Sponsors Are Shying Away From:

• “Reallocation – moving away from print collateral.  Save the bottom line.”

• “No one reads print anymore.  Not even program ads.”

• “Television.  Looking at putting a higher percentage of our budget into digital.”

• “Radio – Digital is more effective.”
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7. In your opinion…what sport gives you the “BEST BANG” for the Buck?

CORPORATE SURVEY RESULTS

WINNER – National Football League / Teams

Three years ago when we asked this question College Sports was the overall winner with 33% of the “Nifty 50” listing 
either college football or basketball as the sport that gave sponsors the best value from a price/value standpoint. 
At that time college sports received 17 of the 52 votes recorded and had somewhat of an advantage as we coupled 
college football and basketball together.

This year’s study, with a smaller sample size of 25 sponsors, the National Football League and its teams came out 
on top. Overall 24% (6 of our 25 respondents) indicated that professional football provided them with their “Best 
Bang” for the buck. The NFL and its teams has now claimed the number one spot for three of our last four studies.

 Listed below is a chart that compares the breakdowns for our last two studies:  

Sport 2015 2018
National Football League/ Teams 25% 24% 
Major League Baseball/ Teams 10% 20% 
College Sports 33% 16% 
National Basketball Association/ Teams 2% 12% 
National Hockey League/ Teams 4% 8%
Major League Soccer/ Teams 4% 8%
Professional Golf Association/ Tournaments 8% 8%

Motorsports/ NASCAR / Formula 1 10% 4%
Other 4% 5%

Analysis 

While the NFL has had more than its share of challenges both on and off the field since our last study, it still 
delivers a sizeable audience. Based on our sponsors’ feedback below, the major reason for the National Football 
League coming out on top might best be described by one word …… scale. 

• “The NFL and our team sponsorships because of scale and its ability to reach our target audience. The 
league certainly has its share of problems right now but from a reach standpoint it gives us our best value.”

• “The NFL - When we measure sponsorship success its driven by TV impressions. While NFL is most 
expensive it works.”

• “Even though ratings were down this year, it is still the strongest “in demand” sports content in North 
America.”
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More on Scale ……

Major League Baseball and its teams came in second place this year with 20% of our respondents listing the sport 
of professional baseball as providing the best value.  The length of season, number of occurrences and time of year 
also seemed to play a role.

CORPORATE SURVEY RESULTS

On Global Reach ……
The following comments on the National Basketball Association also caught our attention when it came to provid-
ing value to our sponsors:

• “The NBA - The reach of their fan base and the way they connect with fans both in the US and around 
the world.”

• “NBA drives the most value and is the most open to explore new technology with us. They are also 
helping us grow our business in the Pacific Rim and Europe.”

• “With 81 home games, the number of occurrences and variety of fans coming through the gate makes this 
our most valuable investment.”

• “Major League Baseball - Length of season and number of occurrences during a critical time of year for 
our sales.”

• “Baseball has so many games and quantity for our brand and business is important to our overall 
sponsorship objectives.”
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8. If money were not an issue, are there any sports you'd be interested in getting 
involved with?

CORPORATE SURVEY RESULTS

With E-Sports projected to exceed $1 billion in revenues by 2019, it was no real surprise to our research team that 
this emerging sport was a part of the discussion with every interview we conducted. Predictably, E-Sports was the 
#1 response we received to this question.  Overall 27% of our respondents listed E-Sports as an area they would be 
invest in if money were not a problem. A number of our sponsors were already testing the waters and a third group 
had some reservations at this point in time.

Going back to our 2015 study we were amazed to see that E-Sports wasn’t even on the radar of our sponsors and 
didn’t receive one mention as a sport that they would be interested in making an investment in.  The 2015 study 
listed soccer, actions sports and endurance sports as the properties with possible future interest.

Listed below are the three sports that jumped out on this question with only three sports receiving three or more 
mentions:

Sport % of Respondents 
1. E-Sports 27%
2. College Sports 15%
3. Soccer 12%

More On E-Sports…… 

According to Newzoo*, a market research firm specializing in digital gaming, the growth of E-Sports in 2017 
continues to catch everyone’s attention with:

• 148 Million E-Sport enthusiasts around the globe

• Viewership - 22% of American male millennials watch E-Sports

• $335 Million or 71% of industry valuation coming from advertising and sponsorship.  

Key Takeaways  on E-Sports included …….

• “Numbers are there and it will be interesting to see where the sport evolves. I will be keeping a close eye on 
our NBA teams who control their arenas to see how they will program, promote and help the sport evolve. 
They have the facilities and partner relationships. Our question- Will E-Sports continue to attract large 
crowds for live events?”

• “I would like to see us test it more than we are currently doing. The number of eyeballs it’s reaching 
is substantial and we believe it reaches a new audience that cannot be reached with traditional sports 
sponsorship.” 
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Key Takeaways on E-Sports (cont...)

• “E-Sports is still too early for us to understand and we are looking at how to connect with a live audience 
in a sport that started at home.”

On College Sports …….

• “The passion of many fans is parallel or greater to some of our professional teams but for us the markets 
don’t line up as well.”

• “The fan base is passionate and it allows us to hit our target market.”

• “College Sports and the NCAA, but right now it’s so complicated by levels and diversified rights.”

Insight – As college football stadiums and basketball arenas continue to add alcoholic beverages to their concession 
menus, we believe that schools will see an increase in this category. 

On Soccer ………
• “Over time the ratings will increase and sponsors will start investing more. Changing demographics and 
the millennial generation make soccer an area I would like to see us get more involved with.”

• “Over time we will continue to increase our investment here as the demographic interest in the US 
continue to evolve. Some to the other traditional sports in our country, football and baseball are going to 
suffer from a time issue. Soccer is a great game that can take place in a two-hour time spend. Length of 
game time is important to the millennial generation.”

Closing Thoughts…….

In 2015, one constant message we heard from our sponsors was the need to adjust some of their assets to reach 
the millennial audience. According to Forbes Magazine, estimated millennial spending for 2017 eclipsed $200 
billion and by the end of 2018 this group will have the most spending power of any generation. 

In this year’s study “length of game” came up in a number of conversations. The Commissioner of the NBA was 
recently quoted as saying:

“Obviously people, particularly millennials, have increasingly short attention spans, so it’s something as 
a business we need to pay attention to. ... When the last few minutes of the game take an extraordinary 
amount of time, sometimes it’s incredibly interesting for fans, other times it’s not.” 

-Adam Silver, NBA Commissioner

Interestingly enough, soccer and live E-Sports Events may have an advantage in this area where shorter, higher 
impact events may be more appealing to the millennial generation.
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9. Of the properties you work with, what specific sports property does the best job 
of helping you to activate your sponsorship?

Not to be confused with which sport provides you with the best bang for your buck, this question focuses more on 
a property or teams ability to help you activate your sponsorship. The price/value proposition is different than the 
amount of assistance sponsors are able to receive when it comes to activation.

When we asked this question in 2015, College Athletics ran away with our activation award with 7 votes and much 
of the credit going to Learfield Sports for the work they were doing with a number of brands that had invested in 
multiple properties within their stable of university athletic departments. Within our group of 50 sponsors (NSF 
Nifty 50) there were three (3) properties that received 4 or more votes:

2015 Activation Honor Roll

Leagues & Teams / Properties  # of Mentions
College Sports / Rights Holders   7
National Football League / Teams   5
NASCAR / Teams     4
Major Golf Events / PGA & LPGA   4

Fast forward to 2018 with a more targeted and heavily vested group of 25 sponsors, we saw different results. Two 
professional sports organizations tied for this year’s NSF Activation Award: The Dallas Cowboys and the San 
Francisco Giants.

While the who is important with this question, we were really after the why - as every sports organization can 
benefit from what our sponsors had to say about these teams.

On the Dallas Cowboys ……. 

On the San Francisco Giants …….

• “It starts from the top and they have an owner in Jerry Jones who is active in helping the organizations 
sponsors get the most out of their investments.”

• “The Jones Family is the best when it comes to understanding our needs and what we are looking to 
accomplish. Says something about an organization when the owners care about the sponsors.”

• “The most innovative and technologically advanced team in professional sports. They have built out some 
great products to enhance the overall fan experience.”

• “They do a great job of understanding our needs and position us very well.”
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In addition to the Cowboys and Giants, 22 other teams or properties each made our Activation Honor Roll with  
at least one vote.

NSF 2018 Activation Honor Roll

Category (# of Mentions) Organization (# of Mentions)
League / Governing Bodies (6)  NBA

 NFL
 PGA Tour
 MLS
 NASCAR
 Formula 1 

Major League Baseball (5)  San Francisco Giants (2)
 Boston Red Sox
 NY Mets
 NY Yankees
 Cleveland Indians

National Football League (7)  Dallas Cowboys (2) 
 Cincinnati Bengals
 Carolina Panthers
 Denver Broncos
 Minnesota Vikings
 Philadelphia Eagles
 Miami Dolphins

College Sports (4)  Learfield Sports
 Clemson University
 University of Georgia
 University of Michigan

National Hockey League (1)  Nashville Predators
Endurance Sports (1)  Dallas Marathon

Note - Kudos going out to the National Football League for having seven (7) teams represented on 
this year’s NSF Activation Honor Roll.
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Key comments on helping to activate sponsorships:

CORPORATE SURVEY RESULTS

• “Social media presence is really strong and they have dedicated resources and staff in this space to be 
way ahead of their peers.”

• “Incredibly proactive and always reaching out to see what they can do to help adjust the assets in our 
deal to help our organization.”

• “It comes down to teamwork and a combination of the team being flexible, talented staff on both sides 
of the ball. When we present them with new ideas they are always ready and willing to listen. If we present 
something that the league will not permit they come back with other ideas.” 

• “A really good business model with dedicated service staff and understanding of our goals and 
expectations. Creative group that comes to us with good activation strategy.”

• “With technology and social media changing as quick as it is, being flexible is the key.” 

• “Very receptive to on-site ideas and always have a solution for us.”

• “While very protective of their brand they are always willing to work with us and listen to any new 
ideas we bring their way.”

• “Really progressive and not afraid to take a risk when trying new promotions.”

• “A good example of a team that goes above and beyond and makes their assets work for us. They listen 
to us and find a way to make the partnership work with a ‘Can Do’ attitude.”

• “They are not afraid to bring added value when we need it.”

A Deeper Analysis …………

 Descriptive Comments of Teams Who Know How to Activate

• Dedicated Resources

• Incredibly Proactive

• Being Flexible

• Dedicated Service Staff

• Creative Group

• Added Value

• Being Flexible

• Very Receptive

• Willing to Listen

• Progressive

• Goes Above and Beyond

• Not Afraid to Take a Risk
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10. So…when you boil it all down…what are sponsors REALLY looking for in 
their Sponsorship Packages in 2018?

We presented our 2018 Corporate Sponsors/Advertisers with twenty-two (22) of the more common sponsorship 
components generally incorporated into a typical team/event sponsorship package.  We then asked them to rank 
each element on a five-point scale (broken out below). Here’s how the voting broke down:

(Scale = We’re using a five-point scale for this question with “5” being EXTREMELY important …and “1” being 
NOT Important at all.  The sponsors were asked to rank each of the following components on this 1-to-5 scale 
based on those components they most see value in for their packages. Total Score is determined on the following 
scale: “5’s” get 10 points, “4’s” get 7.5 pts., “3’s” get 5 pts., “2’s” get 2.5 points …and “1’s” receive zero points.)

Rank Element 5 4 3 2 1 Total 
Score

Rank in 
‘15 Survey

1 Social Media 15 2 6 0 1 195 4
Facebook 9 5 8 1 1 170

Twitter 7 5 11 0 1 162.5

Instagram 6 5 10 0 3 147.5

Snapchat 4 5 9 0 6 122.5

T-2 Use of Marks and Logos 14 3 5 2 0 192.5 1
T-2 Category Exclusivity 12 6 5 1 0 192.5 3

4 Official Product/Service Status 12 4 6 2 0 185 3
T-5 Digital (Electric) Banner & Website 7 9 5 2 1 167.5 7
T-5 Access to Exclusive Content 8 7 6 2 1 167.5 2
T-7 Signage 9 6 4 3 2 162.5 11
T-7 Media Advertising 7 7 7 2 1 162.5 9

9 On-Site Activation 10 3 6 2 3 157.5 6
10 Television Advertising 7 3 11 2 1 152.5 14
11 Tickets e.g.; Season Ticket Packages 6 5 6 5 2 140 20

T-12 Hospitality e.g.; Suites 5 4 10 2 3 135 11
T-12 Presence on Property Website 6 4 8 2 4 135 17

14 Multicultural Programs e.g.; Hispanic marketing 
program 

3 5 12 2 2 132.5 19

T-15 Community Outreach 4 2 14 2 2 130 10
T-15 Business to business Opportunities 5 3 11 1 4 130 8
T-17 POS/Retail 7 4 4 2 7 125
T-17 Player Involvement 3 8 6 2 5 125 21

19 Sweepstakes/Promotions 3 5 10 2 4 122.5 15
20 Branded Destination Area 2 4 9 5 4 107.5 18
21 Radio Advertising 1 6 7 1 9 92.5 22
22 Create New Distribution Channels 0 4 9 1 10 77.5 15
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 What we’re seeing … 

This question continues to be one of our favorite ones in each year’s Corporate Survey as the results serve as a great 
guide to our audience // readers as to not only what “components” to offer up in their sponsorship packages … but 
by doing it year-over-year, we can point out which benefits are growing in sponsor popularity, (…and conversely 
– which benefits are dropping in sponsor favor…). 

CORPORATE SURVEY RESULTS

At the Top 
A bit of a shuffling in this year’s Top 4 with Social Media making the jump up from #4 in the 2015 survey 
up to #1 in this year’s survey. On the flip-side, and we’re not sure how significant this is, but Access to 
Exclusive Content – which jumped from fifth to second in the 2015 survey, settled back into its fifth-place 
slot in the 2018 survey. Otherwise, it’s pretty much valued-assets-as-usual in the top of this year’s bracket.  
You can’t go wrong making sure that all of you proposals have components from each of the Top 4 in them 
when you sit down with your prospects. 

The Biggest Climbers 
The biggest jumper in this year’s Corporate Survey was Tickets – which climbed up nine rungs from #20 
in the 2015 Survey …to #11 this year.  In years past, Sponsors tended to turn up their noses at offers to 
include tickets in their packages.  Might they be softening on this …as 46% of our Top Twenty-Five rated 
having Tickets in their packages as a “4” or “5”?  Be sure to ask. In-Stadium/In-Arena Signage showed 
some nice “life” in this year’s Survey with our top sponsors – jumping from #11 in 2015 …to #7 this time 
around. A lot of that has to do with some truly novel innovations in in-park scoreboards and signage as 
evidenced by such new facilities as Mercedes Benz Stadium in Atlanta.  

Taking a “Hit” 
Dropping seven spots in this year’s Survey was the desirability of your putting together and offering 
Business-to-Business Opportunities. (Dropped from 8th in 2015 to a tie-for-15th this year.). Also 
dropping into the bottom of the assets-to-offer pool were Community Outreach Programs (as part of 
your overall sponsorship package), and Creating New Distribution Channels.  Both dropping five spots 
this time around.   

Bottom Line 
Echoing the advice we offered above -- when in doubt, you can’t go wrong including the Top 4 Sponsor 
Benefits in your package.  There’s a clear-cut grouping at the top of the “Leader Board”, and if you want the 
sponsors to give you their money …you need to be certain to give them what they want – and these top 
four components are clearly what they want!
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11. With continued technological advancements, what are you doing differently in 
regards to your sponsorship portfolio?

Our findings here had somewhat of a correlation to the other questions and topics we came across in our interviews: 

On Access to Exclusive Content ……

• “Anything that can help us produce new content on behalf of the organization and reach a mass audi-
ence.”

• “There are some things that are on our products that bring people extra content. Customizing content is 
always key and we want it to be the most meaningful that it can be.” 

• “Working with broadcast and agency partners on in-game features and activation not just for one game, 
but the entire season.”

• “We are looking for opportunities that will allow us to create experiences through digital and social me-
dia that allows us to react and deliver in the moment. I really like what Anheuser Busch did with their 
commemorative   Budweiser Red Light Cups that light up at anywhere when the home team scores.

Description - The Budweiser Red Light app is changing the way hockey fans celebrate goals. 
The app allows fans to connect a Red Light Glass via Bluetooth™ via WiFi in a few simple steps, 
syncing them to their favorite hockey team, and taking their goal celebration to the next level.                                                                   
*Note – This comment was not provided by Budweiser.

On Augmented Reality and New Technology ……

• “We’re using augmented realty to have one of our top athletes deliver a welcoming message to all 
employees.” 

• “Using ibotta and offering unique experiences to customers while they are shopping and running 
Description: ibotta is a free mobile coupon and cash back shopping app for iPhones and 
Android phones. With ibotta, shoppers have the opportunity to earn cash back on select 
products by performing easy tasks, purchasing the product, then providing proof of purchase.
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•  “More with Shazam, that will enable content usage for our customers and also allow us to create 
exciting promotions at retail.”

• “Better use of Radio-frequency identification (RFID) and the chance to become more interactive with 
the fans of the properties that we sponsor.”

CORPORATE SURVEY RESULTS

Shazam - One of the world’s most popular free apps, used by hundreds of millions of people each 
month to instantly identify music that’s playing around them and see what others are discovering. 
Also provides one-tap access to video clips, song lyrics, related tracks and streaming services.

Example / Danette Yogurt -  Just in time for UEFA Euro 2016, Danette ran a Visual Shazam 
campaign in France to satiate a snack-hungry market. As part of France’s first-ever on-pack 
activation, Shazam CTAs were placed on four different Danette flavored yogurt packages in stores 
and enabled users to unlock instant wins and amazing soccer-themed prizes.

*Note – Danette Yogurt did not participate in this study.

RFID Defined - Radio-frequency identification (RFID) uses electromagnetic fields to 
automatically identify and track tags attached to objects. The tags contain electronically stored 
information and allows brands to capture data.

Example -  As “The Official On-Field Player-Tracking Provider” of the NFL, Zebra Technologies 
captures high-speed player data and converts it into real-time, usable statistics that enhances fan 
experience.

On Augmented Reality and New Technology (cont.)……
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12. What up-and-coming trends in sponsorship are you keeping your eye on for 
the next 2-3 years from now?
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Of the 25 sponsors that we talked to many listed more than one trend but three areas stood out with E-Sports, The 
National Football League and Augmented/Virtual Reality.

Top Three (3) Trends

Trends % Notes

E-Sports 16% 

• Trend or fad
• Concerns on violence
• Monetization
• Attendance

Future of NFL 12% 

• TV Ratings
• Speeding up play
• Off field issues

Augmented / Virtual Reality 12% 

• How to maximize
• Activation tool
• Enhancing fan experience

On E-Sports We Heard ……….
• “What the NBA will do with E-Sports and will they be able to monetize the sport through live attendance, 
broadcasting and sponsorship. With our traditional sports sponsorships, we have reached a saturation 
point and we are very interested in how we might be able to expand reach and connectivity with a relatively 
new audience that we are not reaching with our current sponsorships.”

• “While we will probably get behind E-Sports over time because of the ownership groups involved 
(professional team owners that we have a relationship with) I am not sure if it’s a fad or here to stay. You 
can’t argue with the numbers but I am concerned with the amount of violence involved in E-Sports and 
how that may impact our brand.”

On the NFL We Heard ……….
• “NFL viewership going down and how it might impact media costs…. I am also keeping an eye on short 
form commercials inside the NFL broadcasts and see where networks are charging 3x for this inventory. 
Will this be a fad or something that will continue to be a premium?”

• “The National Football League and how it will turn things around given it challenges both on and off 
the field with concussions, domestic violence, and political protests, Will  the NBA continues to emerge, 
especially with a younger (millennial) generation. How can the NFL speed up play…? Too many stoppages 
of play to review instant replay. Has to be a better way to speed things up.”
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On Augmented and Virtual Reality We Heard …………
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• “How teams and properties will take augmented reality to the max and allow their partners to get 
engaged.  Making virtual reality a reality and increasing scale to attract a new and younger fan base.”

• “Augmented reality and virtual reality as they are both hot up and coming items that sponsors will want 
to get involved with. I think it is a great activation strategy and one that can be done at a low cost to the 
sponsors.”

• “Bringing fans closer to the experience with the use of data and unique experiences. There are only a 
handful of areas that a brand can work with augmented reality and sports seems to be the front runner 
right now. We are also looking at music, fashion and culture as platforms where we might use augmented 
realty to connect with consumers on a one to one basis.”

Augmented Reality is a version of reality where real-world views are supplemented by placing computer-
generated images over the user’s current view of the real world. This in turn creates a magnified, or augmented, 
version of the user’s state of perception.

Five (5) Other Trends and Comments That Caught Our Attention …………

• “The continued growth of music festivals and how popular they have become with millennials. Music is 
a form of self –expression and one that millennials seem to identify with more than sports.” 

• “Player endorsements and how professional athletes will continue to build out their own media platforms 
with social media. Athletes have the ability to reach a team’s hard core fan base and extends that reach 
to the casual fan through fashion and lifestyle. Odell Beckham has more followers on Instagram than two 
thirds of the teams in the NFL.”

• “Enhancing fan engagement to combat the ever improving in-home experience with large screen TV’s, 
surround sound and the comforts of your own home. What will the next generation of arenas and stadiums 
look like as it relates to enhancing fan engagement??”

• “What other sponsors will be doing within in the social media space. In particular, I like what Heineken 
has been doing with its #ShareTheSofa social media campaign with the UEFA Champions Soccer League 
in Europe and Nissan’s # HeismanHouse social media campaign connecting its brand with college football 
fans across the United States.”

• “Artificial intelligence and how brands will be spending less in advertising and sponsorship and connecting 
more with the right audience. Artificial intelligence is giving brands like our company consumer data at 
scale that is greatly improving our ROI.”
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13.How important are the following objectives when evaluating the overall impact 
of a sponsorship proposal?
Another “main staple” question in every NSF Corporate Survey – this question provides a run-down of the most 
important outcomes that sponsors tell us they seek out in considering a sponsorship package. As we do with a 
number of our other questions in the survey, we presented each of the following sixteen (16) components to all of 
our ’18 Corporate Sponsors/Advertisers and asked that they rank each ingredient as being “Extremely Important”, 
“Important” …or “Not Important” in their evaluation criteria on what they most wanted to see in their packages 
today.  

We presented our 2018 Corporate Sponsors/Advertisers with sixteen (16) of the more common sponsorship 
components generally incorporated into a typical team/event sponsorship package.  We then asked them to rank 
each element on a five-point scale. Here’s how the voting broke down:

(Scale = We’re using a five-point scale for this question with “5” being EXTREMELY important …and “1” being 
NOT Important at all.  The sponsors were asked to rank each of the following components on this 1-to-5 scale 
based on those components they most see value in for their packages. Total Score is determined on the following 
scale: “5’s” get 10 points, “4’s” get 7.5 pts., “3’s” get 5 pts., “2’s” get 2.5 points …and “1’s” receive zero points.)

Rank Element 5 4 3 2 1 Total 
Score

Rank in ‘15 
Survey

1 Create a common bond between 
your fans and my consumers 15 2 6 0 1 207.5 8

2 Directs Sales 14 3 5 2 0 200 2
3 Helps retain my customer base 12 6 5 1 0 192.5 7
4 Drives traffic 12 4 6 2 0 190 1
5 Has the flexibility to fit within my 

budget 7 9 5 2 1 185 3

T-6 Tap into new markets and new 
customers 8 7 6 2 1 177.5 3

T-6 Having ownable assets/elements to 
promote/activate around 9 6 4 3 2 177.5 5

T-8 Scale 7 7 7 2 1 155 10
T-8 Social networking opportunities 10 3 6 2 3 155 6
10 Ability for turn-key execution by 

the team/event 7 3 11 2 1 142.5 9

11 Chance to become a trademark 
association within the community 6 5 6 5 2 127.5 T-11

T-12 Hospitality opportunities 5 4 10 2 3 125 T-11
T-12 Having a team program that ties 

into my marketing theme 6 4 8 2 4 125 13

14 Grassroots marketing 3 5 12 2 2 117.5 14
15 Ties into our current ad campaign 4 2 14 2 2 97.5 15
16 Opportunity to distribute product 

samples 5 3 1 1 4 60 16
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 What we’re seeing …

Quite an interesting jump in the upper rungs on this year’s ROI question.  The #1 jumper from the 2015 Corporate 
Survey (up seven spots…), also landed at #1 on this year’s survey: Creating a Common Bond between Your Fans 
and My Consumers.  We believe this to be a direct reflection of two things -- One) the strong economy occurring 
right now in our country, and Two), Corporate America’s heavy interest in all things Social & Digital media-
focused. After all, Social and Digital media are two things ideally created to build a common bond between (your) 
fans and (their) customers.  

Some noteworthy research backs this up… NSF sponsor and well-respected research agency, Navigate 
Research recently released a report in which they documented that: “Aware fans are 3x more likely to 
purchase and 2x more likely to recommend.”

To this, Navigate’s report continues by reporting that “Fans are 164% more likely to be influenced to 
purchase a sponsor’s brand if recalled through Social Media.”

So ask yourself what you’re doing to help your fans become “actively aware” of your club or property’s sponsors.  
It’ll mean the world to their bottom line …and to your chances of getting a renewal. 

Numbers two and three on this year’s Return on Objectives question are both revenues-based: Drive Sales and 
Helps Retain my Customer Base. That said, as you sit down to put your proposals together – ask yourself if 
you’ve successfully addressed all three of these key “hot-buttons” in your program.     The key is you’ve got to be 
able to clearly show how your property can tangibly drive sales.   If you haven’t successfully done that -- take your 
proposed package back into the shop for a re-tooling.  You’ll be glad you did! 

So Much for Budget Flexibility…??  The NSF Corporate & Industry Survey first started back in 1996 – 
and for literally years the one thing you could count on was that Sponsors would be ranking: “Has the 
Flexibility to Fit Within My Budget” at either one or two when it comes to evaluating the success of 
your sponsorship.   Two years ago – for the first time in over ten years, Flexibility dropped to third place, 
and this year, it’s dropped two more pegs to fifth.  

Not to say that building in areas where you can be flexible on your sponsorship fees is no longer 
important (…gee, wouldn’t that be nice!).  Alas, it’s still in the top echelon, but apparently there’s money 
for good ideas and it’s not the deal-killer it’s been in year’s past. 

In the final analysis – just remember, the more you’re able to do for your sponsors, the more they’ll reward you 
with their participation …and their dollars. 
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14. Assign a letter grade to your organization's ability to successfully activate 
sponsorships in sports.

This is the fourth time we have asked our corporate sponsors to provide a grade for their ability to successfully 
activate their sponsorships. This year’s cumulative GPA came out at a 3.0 and slightly lower than the 3.1 that was 
recorded in the previous two studies. Listed below is a breakdown on how our sponsors scored themselves.

Sponsor Activation Report Card

# of Sponsors Letter Grade
8% A

8% A-

24% B+

28% B

12% B-

16% C

While this is a subjective grading system, what we have always found to be of value were some of the comments 
associated with the why on the letter grades awarded.
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• Of the four sponsors who graded themselves out at an A or A-   …… three are ranked in the TOP 20 of ESP’s 
current list of largest sponsors in North America.

• These same three companies have average investment would be in excess of $400 million with sponsorship 
spending in the United States.

• None of the companies listed in this group referenced lack of resources /staff in their open ended comments.

• Experience was mentioned by all four.

Quick Analysis 

CORPORATE SURVEY RESULTS

Comments Supporting B+, B and B- Scores ………...

• (B+) “A lot of areas that we do extremely well, but there is still room for improvement. in corporate and local 
agencies working and believe better communication between our agencies and the agents in the field would 
make a difference.”

• (B+) “We have built activation into our strategy and try not to bite off more than we can chew.”

• (B) “Our staff isn't large enough to maximize activation to the A level as we have too many properties in 
our portfolio to manage.”

• (B) “Changing landscape of working with regional vendors makes activation more difficult today in our 
category. Overall we do a really good job but it’s hard to please everyone.”

Comments Supporting A’s and A- Scores ……….
• (A) “We do a good job, have plenty of experience and I believe are very focused and strategic. Moving 
forward we are only negotiating for assets asset that are most important to us and ones that we can acti-
vate around.”

• (A) “We’ve been doing this a long time and know what works and what doesn’t work.” 

• (A-) “We have been at this for a long time and have a great staff. Always room for improvement.”  

• (A-) “Always room for improvement but we believe we have been at this long enough that we have now 
earned this grade. Having a team in place for a number of years also makes a difference.” 
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Quick Analysis 
• Of the sixteen sponsors who graded themselves out at an B+, B or B- …… six are ranked in the TOP 20 of 
ESP’s current list of largest sponsors in North America.

• Total sponsorship spending for these six company’s ranges from $65 million to in excess of $400 million.

• A total of 5 or 31% of these respondents indicated that a lack of resources (staff or funding) was holding 
the company back with its ability to maximize activation.

CORPORATE SURVEY RESULTS

 Comments Supporting C Scores ………...

• (C) “Communication is difficult to get and then keep everyone on the same page. Our organization is 
shifting from a local approach to sponsorships to national with better communications going back out 
into the field.”

• (C) “We sometimes have an A in our sights and sometimes we have let things lag. It is impossible to do 
all the great things that you could do with our lean staff.”

Quick Analysis 
• Of the four sponsors who graded themselves out at a C only one ranked in the TOP 50 of ESP’s current 
list of largest sponsors in North America.

• All indicated that a lack of resources (staff or funding) was holding the company back with its ability to 
maximize activation.

• (B) “If we had more resources I think we could get it up to a B+ but believe that there will always be room 
for improvement in an area that continues to evolve, especially in a digital manner.”

• (B) “Sometimes better than we expect with a few bombs along the way that don’t produce any ROI. Again 
……. It’s all about people in our stores and moving cars off the lot.”

• (B) “We are fortunate but at the end of the day we have too many properties and it doesn’t allow us to go as 
deep with some as we would like to given our internal resources.”

• (B-) “I think we do some good activations and media helps extend the send, but we are at $.25 on the dollar 
with activation. If we had more budget we could do better things, but people seem happy with status quo.”

Comments Supporting B+, B and B- Scores  (cont.)………...
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15.  Assign an overall letter grade to the industry's ability to successfully activate 
your sponsorships in sports.

This is also the fourth time that we have asked our corporate sponsors to provide a grade for the industry to 
successfully help them activate their partnerships. This year’s cumulative GPA came out at a record high of 
3.06 and significantly higher than the 2.63 in 2015. This is the first time in the history of our study where the 
industry outscored the sponsors (3.06 vs. 3.0) and while the margin of victory is razor thin it is still significant and 
encouraging to see.

 Listed below is a breakdown on how our sponsors scored the industry:

# of Sponsors Letter Grade
8% A

3% B+

32% B

8% B-

4% C+

8% C

Industry Activation Report Card 

As evidenced with some of the comments below the sports business industry continues to improve when it comes 
to assisting sponsors with activation. With the challenges that lie ahead for sports teams and properties to increase 
sponsorship revenue, staffing continues to be key. After going through all of the results on this part of our study we 
came up with three key takeaways:

While this is a subjective grading system, what we have always found to be of value were some of the comments 
associated with “the why” on the letter grades awarded.

Comments Supporting A Scores ……….

• (A) “We don't ask a lot of our partners but we are very specific in what we are looking for and they do a 
great job.”
 
• (A) “Every team has experience in our category and fortunately for us they know what they are doing 
and what we’re looking to accomplish.”
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• Experience and Communication - Both sponsors that awarded the industry with an A are in categories that 
have been involved with sponsorship for many years and have multiple properties in a variety of properties 
and teams. As a result, experience and good communication with the industry appears to become key here.

• One of the sponsors who graded the industry out at an A is ranked in the TOP 10 of ESP’s current list of 
largest sponsors in North America.

Quick Analysis 

Comments Supporting B+, B and B- Scores ……….
• (B+) “We have great group of teams and properties that we work with and over time they continue to get 
more engaged with helping us activate our partnership. Would like to see teams staff up more in this area 
and also reduce turnover.”

• (B+) “Am fortunate to work with a number of really good properties and would give the industry a B+ 
overall. Just like our internal score of a B there is always room for improvement.” 

• (B+) “A lot of smart individuals in this industry, some with post graduate degrees that could have made 
more money on Wall Street but they had the passion for the sports business. Don’t be afraid to provide 
these employees with a competitive salary and bonus plan.”

• (B+) “Sponsor service representatives continues to get better over time and are staying in place as teams 
continue to recognize and compensate employees on the marketing side of the house.”

• (B) “I would still like to see more pro-activeness with creativity and innovation. When we come to 
properties with ideas they are typically all-in, but need to have better ideas to help us reach our business 
objectives.”

• (B) “Over the last decade I feel it has gone from a C to a B. As sponsorship investments have increased 
teams and properties have seen the need to invest more in this area and pay their sponsorship / marketing 
coordinators a better wage.”

• (B-) “It’s getting better and I am seeing more of a true team approach with many of our partnerships and 
how we might work better together.”

Quick Analysis 
• Three sponsors (16% of respondents in this grade block) who awarded grades of B+ pointed out that they 
were fortunate to have a great group of properties to work with.

• Four sponsors (21% of the respondents in this grade block) took the time to mention that over time they 
have seen improvement and a stronger effort.

• One sponsor, ranked in the TOP 10 of ESP’s current list of sponsors in North America, commented on the 
improvement they have seen with employee recruitment and retention.
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Comments Supporting C+ and C Scores ……….

• (C+) “Still too many teams that tell us what's in the contract as opposed to what else they could do for 
our organization.” 

• (C) “We might be a little more difficult because of challenges with our product standards. We are resource 
heavy when we appropriately deliver our brand.”

• (C) “We are business to business company and I believe the industry as a whole is more consumer facing.”

Quick Analysis 
• The lowest score awarded on this year’s study was a C.

• In 2015 we saw 3- C-’s, 1 – D and 1 – F.

• Sponsors in this grade block (C) admitted to special needs.

1. Hire the right size sponsor service team that can help you cover your entire portfolio. In today’s 
world of managing head counts we tend to cut corners when it comes to sponsor service. Think of it 
this way.....One renewal could cover the entire cost of your service team.

2. Compensate, reward and retain your sponsor service representatives ……  Experience is key and 
something that your partners now expect.

3. Don’t get comfortable when it comes to helping your sponsors activate their partnership as there is 
always room for improvement.

Three (3) Key Takeaways on Sponsor Activation
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16.  Knowing what you know about buying sponsorships what would you differently 
if you were on the sales side?

NSF Blueprint For Success
The Five B’s - To Becoming A Better Sponsorship Sales Executive

You Need to BE ….. Sponsor’s Insights
1. Humble • Do enough homework to show you care

• Don’t assume you know it all
• Ask questions to understand prospects objectives
• Realize that all partners have different needs
• Realize that your property might not be the right fit

2. Creative • Develop ownable and exclusive content
• Don’t be afraid to take risks
• Understand social and digital
• Embrace new technology
• Embrace a “Can Do” Attitude

3. Flexible • Understand that assets can be adjusted over time
• Ask your partner ……. What else?
• Don’t get caught up in the contract

4. Communicative • Invest time to build relationships
• Ask good questions
• Listen ……. Don’t sell too early
• Stay in communication after the deal is done

5. Aggressive • Be persistent
• Ask for feedback throughout the process
• Learn internal approval processes of your partners
• Ask for referrals, assuming you’ve earned the right

This question continues to be our favorite question in the study and was designed to help individuals who 
sell sponsorships for a living. Our ultimate goal was to provide key insights from some of the most respected 
sponsorship executives in North America. By pivoting on our final question we asked our sponsors what they 
would do if roles were reversed and they were selling sponsorships. 

After combing through our notes, listening to our sponsors , clustering their insights we came up with a “Blueprint 
for Success” that we have affectional labeled The Five B’s. 
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Advice From Our Sponsors

Our Five B’s to becoming a better corporate sponsorship sales representative were developed by listening closely 
to our sponsors. We pressed for multiple insights on this question and then developed our Blueprint for Success. 
It’s our sincere hope that you will be able to put many of these recommendations below in place after reviewing 
this study. 

On Being Humble....

• “I would spend time prior to every meeting doing research to demonstrate that I had a general understanding 
of my partners’ business without coming across like a “know it all”. Be humble and ask a lot of questions.”

•“I would be up front with how much I could help activate the partnership and never oversell. Instead I would 
undersell and over deliver.”

• “Biggest thing is to research and understand what the company does and understand the trends within the 
category and marketplace.”

On Being Creative....

• “I would focus less on team assets and more on what we can do together to help each other out when it comes 
to finding common objectives. Explore opportunities where fans and a partner’s customers can both benefit 
from.”

• “I would develop an ownable program that was well thought out ahead of time, lay it out on the table and then 
simply listen. If you show a prospective partner that you care about their business and present them with a new 
idea that’s unique and ownable only good things can happen.”

• “Although many businesses continue to change I would focus on how my prospects category has benefitted 
with the explosion of social and digital media. I know that sport properties will always get a look because of 
their cache in this area.”

• “I would become more of as student on social and digital media and embrace new technology. Study up on 
best practices with sport sponsorship around the globe.”

• “I would think more about scalability, my customers calendar, incorporating social and digital media 
opportunities and ways to expand our reach and presence.”

• “In the ideation phase, I would bounce some things off of my prospect to generate ideas that can be valued 
throughout the organization.”

• “I would never send out anything that’s generic as it sends the wrong message.”
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On Being Flexible....
• “I would get my prospect to think like they were the owner of both organizations and ask one simple question 
……. What else?  What else would you do if you had total control of both of our companies to create a win/win 
partnership?”

• “I would come up with the right program first and then look at what assets can really help my partners achieve 
their overall business objectives.”

• “I would avoid coming in with a big number and hiding it in the background. I would start with an appropriate 
budget and try to grow the relationship over time.” 

On Being Creative (cont.) ... 

• “Give me a strategic reason on why we should partner. I receive too many cold calls and rarely do they ever 
offer any strategy on a partnership.”

• “I would look to develop ownable assets for my largest partners and ones that work for their specific business 
needs.”

• “I would develop customizable programs that help my partners stand out in a cluttered field of logos.”

On Being Communicative....

• “I would spend more time listening and less time selling. You have to invest time and energy to get a true 
understanding of your partner’s business objectives.”

• “I would increase the amount of communication after the deal gets signed”

• “I would strive to have more casual conversations to learn more about my partner’s needs, strategies and 
overall objectives.”

• “I would provide more help to my prospects with rationale to help sell the partnership internally. I would strive 
to understand internal approval processes and think through the enterprise wide impact of my proposal has on 
an organization.”
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On Being Aggressive....

• “I would ask for referrals. I know a lot of people in this industry and if you do a good job for our organization 
and I can help you get in the door with another non-competing brand I am happy to do so.” 

• “I would quickly determine which of my assets are most important to my partners and know that all partners 
are not looking for the same inventory.”

• “I would get the message across that I want to work with partners who want to work with me and find those 
common objectives that create win/win situations.”

• “Since we are always open to ideas on how to measure at the top of the sales funnel, I would ask my prospects 
how they plan on measuring success.”

• “I would find a way to make my contacts advocates for the programs I would be selling as they take proposals 
up the chain of command.”

• “I would tell my current partners something really simple …. Help me help you and provide me with some 
additional insights on your overall business objectives. The more you are willing to share the more I can help.”  

• “I would make sure my prospects understand my assets in t as something of value and not just a throw in. This 
sometime involves educating sponsors on best practices and getting them to see assets as building blocks that can 
help their organization achieve their objectives”.
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Sports Executives Survey
      __________________________________________________________

Results
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1. In the upcoming year, do you expect sponsors’ spending on sports advertising 
and sponsorships to increase, decrease, or remain the same and why?

When asked where they expect to see corporate budgets allocated to sports advertising and sponsorship spending 
over the next two years going…

• 54% - Responded they plan on spending more in 2018
 
• 11% - Responded they plan on spending an equal amount in 2018

• 35% - Responded they plan on spending less in 2018 

2. In your opinion, how do sponsors measure success or failure of their sponsorship 
investment? 

Answer Response
ROI measures/Sales 26%
Observation or Opinion 24%
Awareness or “Buzz” 19%
ROO Measures 13%
Research Studies 7%
They Don’t 7%
*Other, Please Specify 4%

*Other: 
• Social Media Buzz

•”They struggle with how to measure.  Analytics are certainly helpful but ultimately, I think they buy more on 
emotion, relationship...and budget.”
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3. To what medium do you think your sponsors will be directing their sports dollars 
for 2018? Do you believe they will be increasing, keeping steady, or decreasing 
their spending on each medium named below?

Rank Medium Increase 
Spending 

Keeping 
Steady

Decreasing 
Spending

Total
Score

Rank in 
‘15 Survey

1 Social Media Overall 23 2 0 121 1
Instagram 20 2 1 112

Facebook 19 5 1 110

Twitter 18 4 3 102

LinkedIn 5 15 5 70

2 Mobile (e.g.; Augmented Reality, QR 
Codes) 19 5 1 110 4

3 Digital Media Overall 14 11 0 103 2

Webisodes/ Webinars 12 11 2 93

Websites 7 15 3 80

Email 4 17 4 71

Banners/Pop-Ups/Screensavers 4 15 6 65

4
In-Stadium/Arena( e.g.; pre/in-
game video, closed circuit television feed, 
signage, charging stations)

14 10 1 100 5

5 On-Site Sponsorship (e.g.; 
gameday promotions, fan fest activity) 12 11 2 93 3

6 Hospitality (e.g.; suites) 8 12 5 76 6

7 Alternative Media (e.g.; Pizza box 
tops, apparel) 6 15 4 75 9

8 Television 6 13 6 69

9 Tickets (e.g.; Season Ticket Packages) 3 16 6 63 8

10 Sales Collateral (e.g.; Ticket stock/
packaging, Poster, Brochure, Self-mailer) 1 17 7 56 10

11 Out-Of-Home (e.g.; Billboards, Bus 
stops/shelter) 2 13 10 49 12

12 Radio 1 6 18 23 11

13 Print (e.g.; Newspaper ads, Magazine 
ads, Program ads) 0 5 20 15 13
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4. What are the greatest threats to traditional sports sponsorships?

Threat Real 
Threat

Somewhat of 
a Threat 

Not a 
Threat

Rank in
 ‘15 Survey

1 Lack of Activation 18 5 2 3

2 Low Quality Activation 17 7 1 2

3 Lack of Measurement 16 8 1 1

4 Too Expensive (Cost) 14 5 6 7

5 Poor Evaluation 12 10 3 5

6 Sponsorship of other 
properties (arts, music, etc.)

12 10 23 9

7 Poor Servicing 11 9 5 4

8 Sponsor Clutter/ 
Sponsorship Soup 10 14 1 6

9 Player Endorsements Outside 
of Team Sponsorships 8 12 5 8

10 Poor Team Performance 5 12 8 11

11 Down Economy 7 6 12 10

12 Ambush Marketing
2 15 7 12

*Other:
Real Threat – Loss of Relationship 

Real Threat – Turnover in Executive Team
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5. In your opinion, how do you think sponsors would rate each of the sponsorship/
advertising package elements. 

We presented our Industry executives with nineteen (19) of the more common sponsorship components generally 
incorporated into a typical team/event sponsorship package. We then asked them to rank each element as 
“Extremely Important”, “Important”, or “Not Important” based on what they think their SPONSORS most want to 
see in their packages today. Here’s how the voting broke down:

Element Extremely 
Important Important Not

 Important
Total 
Score

Rank in 
‘15 Survey

1 Use of Marks and Logos 20 3 0 109 2
2 Social Media 17 6 0 103 1

Twitter 15 6 2 93
Facebook 13 8 2 89
Instagram 13 7 3 86
Snapchat 12 4 7 72

3 Business to Business Opportunities 18 4 0 102 6

4 Category Exclusivity 14 9 0 97 7
5 Access to Exclusive Content 16 4 3 92 4

T-6 On-Site Activation 11 11 1 88 T-9
T-6 Sweepstakes/Promotions 12 9 2 88 11

8 Media Advertising 8 15 0 85 13
Digital (Electric Banners & Websites) 10 11 2 83
Television Advertising 5 18 0 79
Radio Advertising 0 8 15 24

9 POS/Retail 10 11 12 83 8
10 Create New Distribution Channels 11 9 3 82 T-9

T-11 Community Outreach 9 12 2 81 14
T-11 Official Product/Service Status 9 12 2 81 5

13 Branded Destination Area 8 12 3 76 17
T-14 Signage 6 14 3 72 19
T-14 Hospitality (e.g.; Suites) 6 14 3 72 20

16 Tickets (e.g.; Season Ticket Packages) 5 14 4 67 21
17 Multicultural Programs (e.g.; Hispanic 

Marketing Programs) 5 14 4 67 18

18 Player Involvement 5 12 6 61 22
19 Presence on Property Website 3 15 5 60 15
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6. Let’s talk ROI. How do you think sponsors would rate each of the following ob-
jectives when evaluating the overall impact of a sponsorship proposal? 

 Extremely Important; Important and Not Important. 
Total Score is determined on a scale in which EI’s get 5 points, I’s get 3, and NI’s get 0 points.

Objectives Extremely
Important Important Not

Important
Total
Score

Rank in 
‘15 Survey

1 Directs Sales 20 3 0 109 T-1

2 Drives Traffic 18 5 0 105 T-1

3 Helps Retain Customer Base 15 8 0 99 5

4 Helps Tap into New Markets & 
Consumers 13 10 0 95 4

5 Has Flexibility to Fit Within Budget 8 15 0 85 8

6 Provides Social
Networking Opportunities 10 11 2 83 7

7 Creates a Common Bond Between 
Fans & Consumers 9 12 1 81 6

8 Ownable Assets/Elements to Promote 
Around 8 12 3 76 3

9 Scale 4 15 4 65 12

T-10 Chance to Become a Trademark 
Association Within the Community 6 11 6 63 10

T-10 Opportunities for Hospitality 3 16 4 63 14

T-12 Ties Sports Programs to Marketing 
Theme 4 14 5 62 13

T-12 Has Turn-Key Execution by their 
Team 4 14 5 62 9

14 Ties into Current Ad Campaign 5 12 6 61 15

15 Opportunity to Distribute Product 
Samples 3 15 5 60 16

16 Grassroots Marketing 3 12 8 51 11
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7. What do you think sponsors believe is the most significant sponsorship/
advertising trend over the past year?

Trend 2018 2015

Social Media (Networking, Social Gaming) 35% 33%

Accountability/Measurement 
(ROI,ROO, etc.) 30% 38%

Digital Marketing 10% 15%

Mobile Marketing 10% 6%

Digital/Streaming 5% 0%

Multicultural Marketing 5% 4%

Cause Marketing 5% 4%

Radio 0% 0%

Television 0% 0%

E-Sports 0% N/A
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8. In your opinion, outside of your sport, which sport gives corporations the 
“BEST BANG” for their buck?

We asked the respondents to critique themselves – voicing their opinion as to which sports do the best job of 
returning value to their corporate sponsors.

Sport 2018 2015

College 20% 11%
NBA 20% 13%

NASCAR 10% 0%

Golf 10% 9%

MLS 10% 6%

NFL 5% 13%

MLB 5% 34%

NHL 5% 6%

UFC 5% 2%

Motorsports 5% 0%

Action Sports 0% 4%

Olympics 0% 2%

*Other
• “The number of games in MLB have a ton of impact. So, to me the answer here is MLB. College is cost 
effective, NASCAR still reaches many. Olympics are tough to beat on an international basis, but they 
don’t seem to really deliver ROI, NFL seems to be over priced for what they really do...”
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9. Assign a letter grade to your organizations ability to successfully activate 
sponsorships in sports.

This is the fourth time we have posed this question in the NSF Corporate & Industry Survey – and mirrors the 
question we asked of your sponsors (where it comes to critiquing how good a job they feel that YOU do in activating 
their sponsorships). Here’s how you ranked yourselves:

Response Answer

5% A+

10% A

30% A-

25% B+

30% B

10. Assign a letter grade to the corporation’s ability to successfully activate their 
sponsorships in sports.

Response Answer

5% A

20% A-

20% B+

45% B

10% C-
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11. What’s the “One Thing” you wish you could tell the corporation(s) that sponsor 
you?

Before we get into sharing some of the “sound bites” we received in response to this question we just wanted to 
take this opportunity to thank you. Thank you for your time – and thank you for your candor in answering not 
just this… but every question we ran by you. 

Here are some of the “snippets” we took away from your answer to this year’s final Sponsorship question:

• “Many of them are wasting their money as their budget does not allow a comprehensive package but only allows a 
small/partial/trial package of which they want/expect unrealistic results that we know immediately are not going to 
be reached.”

• “We are in this together.”

•  “Think long term investment... growing brand equity with the fan base takes more than one year.”

•  “Sponsorship is no longer a sole function of an organizations marketing department but a multi-departmental 
decision. Engage other departments who may have a stake in the game to be part of the discussion (PR, CR, etc.) and 
additional funds may be available to support the initiatives.”

•  “You will be attaching your corporation to a brand loyal fan base.”

•  “The more you spend, the more attention you’ll receive.”

•  “Have dollars budgeted for activation AFTER purchasing a partnership”

• “Tailor your platform per market rather than having a blanket model for all sponsorships.”

• “Be creative! Don’t be afraid of pushing the envelope and going big. While not always the case, lack of ROI are 
because of a lack of creativity and commitment to full market activation.”

• “Your investment is well cared for.”

• “Let’s make sure we have a measurable and achievable objective”

• “It takes longer than one year to truly make a difference and impact through partnerships. Be patient, trust the 
properties, and provide honest feedback and challenges you face. The more obstacles and challenges we know about, 
the more opportunities we can help you overcome them and provide a successful partnership.”

• “Long-term commitment reaps the benefits”
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CAREER SATISFACTION RESULTS

1. When asked about overall satisfaction in their current positions vs. three years 
ago....

37% - Responded they were much more satisfied With their job today 

42% - Responded they were somewhat more satisfied with their job today 

5% - Indicated they felt the same level of satisfaction as three years ago 

5% - Said they were less or much less satisfied with their job today

11% - of respondents indicated that they have not been in the industry for three years yet 

Job Satisfaction 2018 2015 2012
Much More Satisfied 37% 37% 36%
Somewhat More Satisfied 42% 33% 24%
Same level of satisfaction 5% 22% 24%
Less satisfied 5% 7% 9%
Much less satisfied 0% 2% 2%
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CAREER SATISFACTION RESULTS

2. When asked how often they feel that they are free to make creative/innovative 
decisions regarding sponsorships...

This is a question we added to the Career Satisfaction portion of the Industry Survey several years ago and we 
continue to bring it back. We felt that it followed along the same vein as our questions about Career Satisfaction and 
Advancement Opportunities in the business. (Given that a lot of times, creative freedom will impact an executive’s 
career satisfaction and ultimate longevity).

39% -  Responded they always have creative freedom 

39% - Said that most of the time they have creative freedom 

6% - Felt that they sometimes have creative freedom 

17% -  Responded that they rarely have creative freedom 

0% - Indicated that they never have creative freedom 

Ability to Have  
Creative Freedom 2018 2015 2012

Always 39% 28% 35%
Most of the Time 39% 57% 46%
Sometimes 6% 17% 17%
Rarely 17% 7% 2%
Never 0% 0% 0%
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CAREER SATISFACTION RESULTS

3. When asked if they felt if there was sufficient opportunity to advance within 
their own organization…

69% - Responded yes there was sufficient opportunity to advance within their own organization 

31% - Responded no there was not sufficient opportunity to advance within their own organization 

Opportunity for 
Advancement 2018 2015 2012

Yes, more opportunity 72% 48% 48%

No, less opportunity 28% 52% 52%
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CAREER SATISFACTION RESULTS

4. And finally… when we asked our executive respondents if they expected to be 
with the same organization in the next three years...

69% - Responded they expect to be with the same organization three years from now

31% - Said they do not expect to be with the same organization in three years

Expect to be with Same 
Organization in Three Years 2018 2015 2012

Yes 72% 65% 68%

No 28% 35% 32%
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